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In the theory of an analytic almost periodic unction Bohr’s
"Randwertsatz" plays an important r61e. It concerns with an analytic
almost periodic function whose Dirichlet exponents have the same sign.
In this paper, we shall prove a theorem which is regarded as an
extension of Randwertsatz to the case where Dirichlet exponents have
not the same sign.)

Theorem. I an indefinite integral o an almost periodic unction
of a real variable

f(:r) A,e , (- oo <Y, :r, < o )
is bounded, then the series

]A sgn A-e-Ile
where 0 is any positive number, is the Fourier series of an almost
periodic function.

For the proof,2) consider the function

1 14 f(:+t)-zf(-z+t) dx (- <t< )(t)= o 0+
where A and- are any positive numbers. Then OA(t) is an almost
periodic function. Indeed, taking r as a translation-number of f(t)
belonging to e, i.e.

1) In case where Dirichlet exponents have not the same sign, the following
theorem is known"

If f(s) Ae^8 s=+ it,

is almost periodic in <, and if its integral F(s) is also almost periodic in ,/
(which is true if F(s) is bounded), then the series

Ae^, A,e^

are the Dirichlet series of two functions f(s), almost periodic in ,+ and f(s),
almost periodic in (-oo, .

2) I owe this method of proof to Mr. Favard’s paper" Sur la fonetion conjugu6e
d’une fonction presque-p6riodique, Matematisk Tidsskrift (1934), p. 67.
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1 A + t + r) -f(x+ t)] -[fl( -x+ t+ r) -f(-+ t)] d

T
[f(z+ t)-f(-x+t)]e-*dt

I /’+T 1 ’-+T
I f(t)-’dt-

en T inerea infinily, it is well known that

f(t)e_dt 1

tend uniformly he same limi
h fr y iie humor e, one n find an inkier m such

th fr Tm the fllwin ineuliti hold"

1 r+r
.j.T

IA(’-I:o,+ {Io [f(z+ t’-f(-z+

Therefore we have

1 rI d {Jo [f(+ t)_f(_ +
2+:

2ia(D= I; xsin+x dx+zg(z, T)e’-"(x,+ "e-.dx,

and

from which

[9A(t 4- v) --e(t)l_k log 14- ..
Thus a translation-number r of f(t) belonging to e is a translation-

number of A(t) belonging to z- log (1 + Aa-).
Now consider the Fourier series of A(t). We have

a( ) M{A(t)e-t}

=liml[A xdx {1: }r- = 0 o +z
[f(z+ t) -f(-z+ t)]e-*tdt
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from which

0 o+2

But we may take as small as we please; it immediately follows

2ia() x sin XdxaA(2)
Jo +

2i[IA sin Ax dx}e-,t_ltAo az+ b.z
t F(t) an indefinite inl of f(t). Under the hythesis that

F(t) is unded for - t , it is eily sn that when A incrs
infinitely, A(t) converg unifomly to the limit function (t) which is
itself an almost riic function. Ind., king two sitive humors
A and A2 (A A2), we have:

(t)- ,(t)

1xF(x+t)+xF(-x+ t)" 1" (-)[F(x+t)+F(-z+t)]dx"
= + x2 - (.2+)2

t M the upper undary of IF(t). Then one n duce from
the above equality the following inequality:

o+A A
This shows that A(t) converges uniformly to the limit function (t)
when A incres infinitely.

On the other hand, it is well known that the Fouler ries of
the limit function of unifomly convergent quence of almost ic
functions is the limit of the Fourier ri of the almost ic
functions in consideration. Therefore we have

2i() +
But one can esily assure that the olbwing equality holds:

sin A. dx= A-+ 2
Then we have

nl

Thus our threm is complexly proved.


